Importance of specific native lipids in controlling the photocycle of bacteriorhodopsin.
Brief treatment of purple membrane (PM) with dilute detergent can cause major disruption of the BR photocycle without disrupting the trimer structure of BR [Mukhopadhyay et al. (1996) Biochemistry 35, 9245-9252]. Normal photocyle behavior can be recovered by incubating the damaged membranes with a total extract of the five types of native lipids present in PM. It is shown here that full restoration can also be obtained with combinations of squalene (SQ) and phosphatidyl glycerophosphate (PGP) which act synergistically. The addition of SQ to suboptimal levels of PGP induces complete reconstitution, principally by restoring the characteristics of the fast M intermediate, Mf (as defined in Mukhopadhyay et al. (1996) Biochemistry 35, 9245-9252). The addition of small amounts of PGP to SQ, which alone is ineffective, also induces full reconstituion. At very high levels, full reconstitution can be obtained with PGP alone. These results, in combination with earlier studies which implicate an acidic amino acid residue [Bose et al. (1997) J. Phys. Chem. B 101, 10584-10587], suggest that a crucial interaction between a particular amino acid residue and a SQ-PGP lipid complex may be essential for normal BR photocycle activity.